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Astrophysicist Mario Livio tackles phi
by Matt Young ‘10
For the first time in nearly
10 years, a specialist in science
and mathematics will serve as
Park School’s Resident Scholar,
an annual program sponsored
by The Parents Association.
Today, Dr. Mario Livio,
a Senior Astrophysicist with
the Hubble Space Telescope
Science Institute, will be presenting two talks, one based
on his book The Golden Ratio and the other a discussion
on beauty in scientific theory.
Born in Romania in 1945,
Livio and his family were
forced to flee their home under
government pressure and antiSemitic sentiment. They emigrated to Israel. Several years
later, Livio began service in the
Israeli Defense Forces, working
as a paramedic during the Six
Day War in 1967, the Yom Kippur War in 1973, and the war in
Lebanon in 1982. He holds a
B.S. in physics and mathematics
from Jerusalem’s Hebrew University, as well as an M.Sc. in
theoretical particle physics from
the Weizmann Institute and a
Ph.D. in theoretical astrophysics from Tel-Aviv University.
In 1991, Livio left Israel for the Hubble Space
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As this year’s US Resident Scholar, Mario Livio speaks about
the irrational number phi the concept of beauty in scientific
theory.

Telescope Science Institute.
The scientist’s love for mathematics and astrophysics, along
with an equally strong love for
art, is what propelled him into

writing these “two wonderfully
outstanding books and popularizations of math,” as Upper School Math Chair Tony
Asdourian describes them.

At assembly this morning,
Livio will first speak to the entire Upper School, briefly outlining his work, and will then
deliver two lectures later in the
day for Upper School students.
The first of these deals with
the subject of the Golden Ratio,
an idea publicized not only in
his bestselling book (which he
himself proudly cites “was just
four steps below Harry Potter!” on the Amazon.com bestseller list), but in other works,
including Dan Brown’s popular novel, The Da Vinci Code.
The Golden Ratio, also known
as the irrational number phi, has
been linked to everything from
the patterns in seashells and
sunflowers to the paintings of
Leonardo da Vinci and Salvador
Dali, and even the stock market.
Livio’s second talk will focus on the beauty that is often
overlooked in scientific theory,
a type of beauty that, according to Livio’s book The Accelerating Universe, can be found
in any theory that has three
traits: symmetry, simplicity,
and the Copernican principle.
In addition to The Accelerating Universe (2000) and The
Golden Ratio (2002), Livio
recently wrote The Equation that Couldn’t be Solved

(2005), which studies the topic
of group theory and the lives
of the two men who proved it.
Livio accepted the invitation
to visit as this year’s resident
scholar because he has “always
seen as part of my job the communication of science ideas
and results to the public, and
especially to young people. So
when Park School approached
me, I immediately agreed.”
Although it’s unclear why it
has been so long since Park has
had a scientist or a mathematician as a resident scholar, Asdourian exclaims, “It’s about time,
and I’m glad it’s happening.”
Livio is coming to Park as
the twenty-eighth Resident
Scholar. Past speakers from the
program have included conductor Michael Tilson Thomas
(1982-1983), former Baltimore
Symphony Orchestra Maestro
David Zinman (1988-89), cancer gene researcher Burt Vogelstein (1994-95), AIDS researcher Robert Gallo (1997-98),
Supreme Court Chief Justice
Antonin Scalia (1999-2000),
Academy Award winning filmmaker Susan Hadary (2001-02),
poet Lucille Clifton (2002-03),
Pulitzer prize winner Taylor
Branch (2003-04), and pianist Leon Fleischer (2004-05).

Diversity coordinator quits mid-year
by Scotty Shuldiner ‘09
With the unexpected midyear resignation of Kelly Hammett, the school scrambles to
fulfill the responsibilities of
Coordinator of Community
and Student Services. Hammett, whose tenure began this
year, would not comment
to Postscript about the reasons for her sudden departure.
According to Associate Head
of School Louise Mehta, the
school will not hire anyone until July 1. “We haven’t entirely
worked out the application process, although we anticipate that
it will be an internal appointment,” said Mehta. “In terms of
hiring externally, we would be

extremely limited because it’s
so late in the year.” Mehta has
also invited any interested faculty and staff to come forward.
The job description states
that “the Coordinator is responsible for identifying needs,
promoting honest discussion of
diversity issues, and initiating
steps needed to sustain an inclusive, welcoming community.”

No New Initiatives
Some of the position’s other
responsibilities include acting
as a liaison between Park and
families from diverse backgrounds, and operating several
diversity-driven activities, such
as Partners and Black Male
Forum. “Because of the work

that the former Coordinator
and others have done over the
years, a lot of these activities
are already well-established,”
said Mehta. “Our efforts will
be to sustain those programs,
and not start new ones.”
Middle school librarian,
Carol Kinne, expressed some
disappointment that no new initiatives would go forward this
year. “One project that Kelly
had just begun to get going was
a middle school Partners initiative,” said Kinne. “We will put
that on hold until next year.”
Traci Wright, currently US
Dean of Students, formerly
held the Coordinator’s position.
“Last year, we did everything
together as a team,” explained

Wright. “We held outings every third Thursday, just to get
together, laugh, and reflect.” No
such meetings have taken place
this year. Wright also expressed
concern about outreach for the
new students applying to Park.
“Families of color who are
applying are not getting that
extra network of support,” explained Wright. “Things like
that must be taken care of. It’s
important that the position be
filled as soon as possible, and
that the school continues to
commit to issues of diversity.”

Taking up the Slack
Several faculty and staff
members, including Kinne,
have added to their current, full-

time responsibilities to insure
that existing diversity initiatives
continue. Service Day, a program of charity activities that
take place annually on Martin
Luther King, Jr.’s birthday, is
one of the prime responsibilities
of the Coordinator’s position.
Kinne, along with Mehta,
and Admission Administrative
Assistant Valerie Brice, hastily
stepped in to make sure the day
went on as planned. “There was a
lot to organize in a short amount
of time,” explained Mehta, “but
with the help of 50 parents and
over 30 students the day went
on as planned.” Organizing another diversity-driven event, the

See Coordinator, p.3
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Editorial
Watch your words
It is far too easy to swing from ubiquitous usage of insulting language to complete word control. The Gay Straight Alliance’s assembly was powerful and wholly
necessary for the school community. Remarks using “gay” as a synonym for “bad”
were far too present and said without considering other members of the community.
Subconscious homophobic speech will almost entirely stop at Prk and it should.
We just need to be clear why we restrict what we say, and how much we
restrict. Communication is key. Our community need not be afraid to say
“gay” or talk of homosexuality. It’s not a taboo word. Only derogatory usage is offensive. Listen carefully to the words from the assembly. Tossing
“gay” around to mean inferior is emotionally harmful and we should be able
to recognize it for what it is. Let your friends know when old habits make
them say something you know they do not want. But do not be quick to admonish somebody for saying “gay” without first thinking how they used it.
The issue goes even farther than contextual differences. One would
hope that once students saw how painful words like “fag” can be, they
would stop using them because Park students are good empathetic
people. There are clear community pressures to remind students of the potency of their language, but there should be nothing more severe than that.
Make sure that the tacit reason for withholding from usage of homophobic
(or racist) slurs is a choice. They are viciously offensive, and spoken words are
damaging, but choose not to use them because you don’t wish to harm members
of the community. When you remind a friend who subconsciously uttered another harmful word, only remind him or her when it’s hurtful. As a community,
we cannot prohibit words. We must trust students enough to let them say what
they will, and make sure that we do not let ourselves become oversensitive.
Keeping Park free from hateful speech is important, but it is more important
that we keep Park a place where discussion about sensitive subjects can happen.
Allowing “gay” to become a taboo word is betraying the initial reason for limiting
its usage. “Gay” is not a bad word if we stop using it as one, and we shouldn’t be afraid
to talk openly. So, stop using “gay” as a putdown so that true conversation can happen.
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by Mickey McCauley ’07
For those of you with faint hearts, or,
more relevantly, faint stomachs, you may
do well to cast your eyes to some other
article in this fine newspaper. My topic
of choice for this issue of Postscript is
one of pressing matter but unpleasant
content. I am referring to the state of
our bathrooms at Park. I also apologize
in advance that I am unable to comment
on the condition of the girls’ bathroom,
so this article may seem a bit esoteric.
There are several glaring problems with
the bathrooms at Park, and I wish it was
limited to the extraordinarily small size.
But the issues at hand are ones related
to our community rather than architecture, and consequently they are far more
changeable. The simple protocol of bathroom etiquette is too often overlooked, and
this reflects poorly on the student body.
First, and most disturbing, is the issue of flushing the toilet. Fortunately,
this “issue” has a handy, reliable, simple
solution: just do it. It takes next to
no effort (the handle is in there in the
stall with you) and affords your fellow
students a modicum of comfort and
faith in humanity. It’s inconsiderate
to neglect this minimal responsibility,

and inconvenient as well (stalls with
unflushed toilets are often bypassed.)
It is equally easy to deal with the
second point. Gum should be put in a
garbage can; neither the sink, the urinal,
nor the water fountain are socially acceptable substitutes. Fortunately, no energy
need be lost in locating a trash can, as
we have to walk by one twice to use the
bathrooms. Water fountains are always
placed near bathrooms, meaning a receptacle is never more than a few feet away.
The final request I’d like to make
entails a bit more exertion on the part
of the community, but would result in
incalculable benefits to the mental health
of our school. Our sinks are not perfect,
but we can certainly reduce the frequency
of the drip-drip-drip that taxes the sanity
of any forced to share a space with it.
The second part of this request deals
with the excess water that collects on
the side of the sink, waiting, unseen, for
unsuspecting students and faculty to lean
in to wash their hands. More than once
I have looked down in shock at a wet
vertical stripe on my shirt, thoughts racing, before I trace it back to its origin. If
you believe you have splashed too much
or see that someone else has, please
try to towel off the area before leaving.
It would be foolish to expect perfection, but I do not think the above petition
is excessive. In other government news,
the Valentine’s Dance coming up this
Feb. 10 is labeled formal, but to those
with enough class to distinguish between
“formal,” “semi-formal,” and “dressy
casual,” rest assured: we simply ask that
you come in nicer clothes than those
you might wear on a regular school day.
There is no dress code beyond “nice-looking.” That, and field day, compose your
student government forecast. Here’s hoping someone beats Howard at ping-pong!
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Circle of Love goes on tour
by Michael Roswell ‘07
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Pat Westheimer ’61 established a prize to send students for
summer study or work abroad.

Two Juniors win
Westheimer prize
by Everett Rosenfeld ‘09
“I’m so nervous.” “Oh my
god, this is so nerve-racking.”
These were common sentiments
immediately preceding the drawing for the first Westheimer prize
January 29. The two-$5000
awards were open to all sophomores and juniors to encourage
study or work abroad for those
who would otherwise be unable
to do so. The winners, juniors
Shomari Rose and Claire Ellwanger, had applied with six
others, and witnessed their names
being pulled at random from an
empty pretzel container in Mr.
Brandt’s English classroom.
“I’m so excited; I never
thought I’d get picked. I just
figured that I would lose,” said
Rose moments after winning.
“I’m going to do a homestay in
Spain. I’ll also be traveling all
around, just immersing myself
in their culture and language.”

Ellwanger will be working for
an environmental conservation
program in Thailand. Sophomore Bradley Williams, who
applied to study Japanese in Tokyo, was picked as an alternate.
“I feel really bad for the people who didn’t get picked,” says
Rose, “Because now they won’t
be able to take their [hoped
for] trips.” This was one of
the stipulations for the prize:
applicants were only eligible
if they would not be able to
attend their desired trips without the financial assistance.
Westheimer, a 1961 Park
graduate, taught English here for
three years. Now living in Lisbon, she writes for The Portugal
News, an English language newspaper, and tutors high school
students. Westheimer offered the
award to Park students because
she believes that experiencing other countries is a critical
to a well-rounded education.

At the end of March, Park’s
jazz ensemble, the Circle of
Love, will travel to the annual North Texas Jazz Festival
in Addison, TX. The event is a
full weekend of performances,
clinics, and master classes attended by school groups from
middle school big band ensembles to university vocal
jazz groups to “Combos,” small
ensembles like the Circle of
Love. It is hosted by the University of North Texas, known
for its stellar jazz program.
Upper School Music Director and one of the faculty
leaders of the Circle of Love
(a for-credit class that meets
out of block), Adele Dinerstein explained that because of
the “huge showing of players
from UNT,” and because of its
growing popularity, the Jazz
Festival “looked pretty legit.”
Dinerstein explained that she
always “keeps her eyes open for

opportunities like this. The North
Texas festival is kind of unique
in that they have a separate entry
for ‘Combos,’ nine people or
fewer.” This year’s ensemble of
six includes strong musicians
with experience playing together.
“We won’t have some key players next year, so it seemed like
it was worth going for.” Adele
stressed the value of exposure,
naming some famous musicians
who would attend and even teach
at the festival. Aside from just
hearing great groups perform,
the Circle of Love will have a
30-minute clinic with a professional jazz musician and may
win the opportunity to perform
one evening. They’ll meet talent
from other high schools, colleges, and conservatory groups.
The festival is by invitation
only, and then each group auditions via tape or CD. “It was just
a question of which pieces to
gear up” Dinerstein said. Though
asked for a standard, a ballad,
and a director’s choice, the Cir-

cle of Love made the bold move
to send their three signature
numbers from this year, “Jump
Monk,” by Charles Mingus,
which the group hopes qualifies
as its standard, “La Samba” by
Duarte, and “Awakening” by the
Maha Vishnu Orchestra, both of
which fit better in the category
of “Director’s Choice.” Circle of
Love was were accepted, having
recorded in the “BG studios,”
the Goldstein family basement,
sought for its good sound, and
Ben Goldstein ‘07’s own good
drum set and excellent software.
The festival takes place
March 29-31. Seniors Ben
Starr (keyboard) and Goldstein (drums), juniors Ben Guo
(keys), Noah Berman (guitar),
and Sam Donnely (bass), and
sophomore percussionist Nathan Shulkin will compete. The
group hopes to do some fundraising to cover the costs of
travel and lodging – perhaps by
playing gigs. “Only problem is,
it’s in Texas,” said Dinerstein.

Diversity Coordinator resigns
From Coordinator, p.1
Lunar New Year, on February
23, is also a part of the position.
Despite the complications,
the school continues its commitment to issues of diversity.
“We’re continuing efforts like
bringing in speakers, and conversations about race will go
forward throughout this year,”
said Mehta. “We also have
plenty of time to organize the
Partners’ field day.” A committee
of Partners faculty leaders has

already met to begin planning
the event, which is scheduled
for May 19. The school also
plans to host speaker Tim Wise,
a prominent anti-racist writer and activist, February 8-9.

Disappointment
Shomari Rose ’08, one student serving on the committee
that interviewed Hammett for
the position, is disappointed, but
not surprised by her resignation.
“I initially chose her because I

liked her personality. I thought
she’d bring a lot to the table,”
said Rose. “I wasn’t surprised
when she left because she seemed
unhappy… we just couldn’t believe she would leave now of
all times,” said Rose. Hammett
was one of seven applicants.
“I do think that Park is a
hard place to adapt to,” said
Rose. “However, I feel that
if she was truly dedicated to
the job, then she could have
worked to make it better.”

Science puts physics first next year
by Eva Zenilman ’09
New teachers aren’t going
to be the only change within
departments next year. Science
is in the process of developing a whole new curriculum
for current ninth graders and
future Upper School students.
The current ninth grade science curriculum, Science 9, is an
introductory course to biology,
physics and chemistry. Although
the teachers felt that Science
9 fulfilled their expectations,
students felt that they gradually
lost interest in science over the
course of their freshmen year.
Therefore, the science department had to re-evaluate the
program. After much deliberation, the department decided it
would be most logical to teach
physics in ninth grade, followed by chemistry in tenth,
and then biology in eleventh.

“The science department
examined its curriculum for
two main reasons,” said science teacher Reuwai Hanewald.
“The first one is to make sure
that curriculum serves the
interests and goals for all students. The second is to have
all of the courses work better
together, that is, to have more
integration among the courses.”
The department will offer
both biology and chemistry in
the tenth grade, starting with
the Class of 2010. Although students will be encouraged to take
chemistry their sophomore year,
chemistry will not be required
and students will be permitted to
fulfill their science requirement
by taking biology. The current
freshmen will be the first to
choose whether to take biology,
chemistry or accelerated chemistry in their sophomore year.
Sophomores who decide to

take chemistry will be in classes
with the upperclassmen. If students take chemistry in the tenth
grade, they must take biology the
following year as juniors. With
the new curriculum, a student
who took chemistry or accelerated chemistry in tenth grade
will have the option to take biology or accelerated biology when
they get to their junior year.
This new program is more
flexible and gives more options
than the current one. Students
serious about science will be
able to enroll in more complex
courses, while students interested in other departments can still
fulfill the science department’s
requirement by their junior year.
If a student decides to take
biology in the tenth grade, he
or she will still have the opportunity to take chemistry in
his or her junior or senior year.
The science teachers also de-
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Science dept. members Bob Carter, Julie Rogers, Lou Rosenblatt, Reuwai Hanewald, Jeff Jennings, Elliott Huntsman and
Dorrie Bright have restructured curriculum starting next fall.

cided to remove the designation
“Advanced Placement” from all
science courses. They felt that
it was not healthy for students
to take a class just based on
the prestige of its name. Without “AP” titles, there is less
pressure for students to take a
certain course, and it is easier for
them to choose based on what

they’re truly interested in. The
science courses will still be just
as challenging and serious even
though they won’t have “AP”
in the course title.
This new program is already
undergoing development. The
department is in search of new
physics electives and a new
physics teacher for ninth graders.
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Ping Pong takes over the Commons
By Anders Hulleberg ’07
The seemingly unquenchable Upper School appetite
for competition, winners, losers, humiliation, and triumph
has finally been quenched by
humanity’s great crucible: ping
pong (not to be confused with
table tennis; that’s what they
play at Gilman.). Indeed, the
first Upper School Ping Pong
Tournament began January 23,
and students, faculty, and administrators alike have since
been clashing in epic battles of
will, guts, brains, and skill in the
search for one true champion.
The tournament’s preponderance of skill and its catalogue
of playing styles has at times
drawn large crowds to the Upper School commons where the
table is stationed. On January
27, an audience formed to watch
the Ben Goldstein ’07, an eternally optimistic ponger, fall at
the hands of human backboard
Shivani Patel ’07, who subsequently lost to Kostik Vidensky
’07, known to his true fans as
The Beast from the Near East.

photo by A. Patel ‘08

Math teacher and dept. chair Tony Asdourian serves during a tournament match in the US
Commons. Competition has been intense, but Asdourian expects to win the championship.

The match-up fans are most
hoping for, however, is one
between the tournament’s perennial favorites and smack-talkers,
Math teacher Tony Asdourian
and English teacher Howard
Berkowitz. If these two heavyweights meet, it will be in the

final four, but for this clash of
the Titans to come to fruition,
both Asdourian and Berkowitz
will have to fight their way
through worthy competition.
Asdourian will have his hands
full with first round opponent
Chris Benn ’09, and Berkow-

itz will have to make his way
through a section of the bracket
that includes science teacher
Jeff Jennings, the scrappy Rex
Gelb ’08, and fellow English
teacher Kevin Coll, the one
individual who has likely had
the most attention stolen away

by outspoken confidence of the
two juggernauts. Then again,
when asked whether he felt
confident that he would emerge
as the Upper School’s Ping
Pong king, Berkowitz coolly
replied, “Is the Pope Catholic?”
On the other side of the bracket, potential family matches
reign supreme. Michael ’07 and
David ’09 Roswell each easily
handled first round opponents
Ben Guo ‘08 and Ian Long
‘07, and Daniel ’10 and Upper
School Principal Mike McGill
defeated Jesse Weinberg ’10 and
Danny Shiff ‘08, respectively.
As to the question of which McGill or Roswell is the superior,
only a head-to-head match will
vouchsafe a satisfying answer.
History teacher John Kessinger, Scott Lessans ’10, and
Vidensky have also emerged
as title contenders. Kessinger
trounced Ben Starr ’07 21-1
in his first round match, and
Vidensky similarly routed
Elizabeth Gauvey-Kern ’07.
Sadly for Lessans, his pre-tournament aspirations were not
met, as he was beaten in the
first round by Alex Weaver ‘07.

Team begins second quest for robotics win
Umbrella Corporation to compete in regional March 16
by Jeremy Golden ‘08
Though the image of robots
battling for domination while
hundreds of anxious spectators
look on may seem like a scene
from a sci-fi movie, this sight
is the reality for thousands of
kids around the country. In
early January, the Park School
Robotics Team, named Umbrella
Corporation, launched its six
week period for building and designing the team’s second robot
This year’s robot will compete
in a series of contests organized
by “For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology”
or FIRST -- an organization that
has designed a program in which
high school students from hundreds of different schools create
teams which get together to build
robots that compete against each
other. The philosophy of FIRST

is to build self-confidence, leadership and people skills as well
as to “make science cool,” said
Paul Dennis ’08, member of
Umbrella Corp. FIRST tries to
incorporate a sports aspect into
science by organizing and hosting these competitions that make
science appear more interesting
and compelling to students.
Just a few weeks ago, the
robotics group received its first
explanation of what this year’s
contest would entail. Called
“Rack ‘n Roll,” the competition
incorporates a rack structure,
which has smaller branches jutting out of it two, five, and eight
feet above the ground. The goal
for each group is to place huge,
inflated rings onto the branches.
Each alliance is comprised
of three different teams and gets
18 rings. Every time a group
gets more than one ring in a

row, the team increases its score
exponentially. If Umbrella Corporation gets three rings in a row,
for example, the team would get
eight points, four rings would
earn the team 16. Each team can
nullify the others’ points by placing black “spoiler” rings onto
the same branch as other teams’
tubes, breaking up the row.
At this stage, the members
of Umbrella Corp. are still in
the process of designing the
robot. So far, the robot’s design
consists of six wheels and one
tall arm used to obtain inner
tubes and put them on the rack
in the middle of the field. The
function of Umbrella Corp.’s
first robot, “Phoenix,” which
the team built last year, was
to ram other robots and throw
foam balls into hoops. The group
will run a naming competition
that will be open to the en-

photo by D. Rosenthal ‘08

P. Hobbs ’08 and P. Dennis ’08 are part of Umbrella Corp.’s
which is designing and building the team’s second robot.

tire school. “The person who
makes up the best name for the
robot will get a gift card to Best
Buy, Starbucks, or some other
place like that,” said Dennis ’08.
Less funding than last year
means that team will only
compete in one regional competition which will take place

at the Naval Academy’s Field
House in Annapolis March 16.
No matter the outcome of this
year’s competition, Park’s robotics team keeps the true spirit of
FIRST’s philosophy at heart.
“FIRST inspires us to do things
we normally couldn’t.” said
team member Paul Dagnelie ’09.

Community makes MLK, Jr. celebration a ‘Day On’
by Anders Hulleberg ‘07
For some, the celebration of
Martin Luther King, Jr.’s birthday is one of those rare Monday
mornings when one gets to
sleep in. For many Park Upper
School students this year’s MLK
day was very much a “day on.”
Park offered a wide range of

community service-based ways
to spend the birthday of the late
Civil Rights Movement leader.
On campus, the day began with
breakfast in the Davison Lobby
and a viewing of the exhibition “Real City, Dream City,”
an art and advocacy project
focusing on Baltimore neighborhoods. There was also a
panel discussion in the Wyman

Arts Center addressing community building and partnerships in
Baltimore. Speakers included
Carolyn Cooper, Park Middle
School teacher and coordinator
of Park’s tutoring partnership
at the KIPP Ujima School,
and Calla Jamison ‘07, participant in The Algebra Project.
Throughout the day, the school
also hosted a second People of

Color Bone Marrow Registry
Drive to identify potential donors for minority populations.
Thirteen individuals, out of
17 tested, qualified as possible bone marrow donors.
This brings to 48 the total
number of donors identified
by the school. The previous
drive took place last November at the annual Partners for

Park Thanksgiving Dinner.
Off campus activities on the
January 15 holiday included
a build on the seventh Park
Habitat House in Paterson Park,
and volunteer opportunities at
various soup kitchens around
Baltimore City, including Our
Daily Bread, Beans and Bread,
and Paul’s Place.
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Climate activity
reports on Park’s
CO2 emissions
by Robert Sandler ‘08

by Carrie Young ‘07
What if you could end world
hunger and make your favorite
(or least favorite) teacher look
like a fool? Thanks to Model
United Nations (MUN) you
can. From now until spring
break the MUN is hosting a
fundraiser to benefit The Heifer
Project, a nonprofit organization
which strives to provide sustainability by giving livestock to
poverty stricken communities

in less developed countries.
Last year, MUN raised
$250 for a water buffalo,
and this year the goal is to
raise $500 to buy a heifer.
To do this MUN has organized an unusual fundraiser.
Twenty-six Upper School
teachers have consented to
join a competition in which
the teacher who receives the
most money from students
will be forced to sport a full
length cow costume for a day.

As of January 31, the club
is almost half-way to its goal
with $236.51 in the bag. Librarian and history teacher John
Roemer leads with $56.01 followed closely by Associate
College Counselor and history teacher Tina Forbush with
$55.50. Fellow history teacher
John Kessinger trails Forbush
by $.50, but the money is starting to pour in as students and
others relish the thought of a
cow at the head of the class.

Winter break trip to London inspires
actors preparing for Henry IV, Part I
by Anders Hulleberg ‘07
Scene 1: London, England,
winter break. Enter: A group of
students studying Shakespeare.
Students and faculty traveled to London in December to
prepare, as actors, for an April
production of Shakespeare’s
Henry IV, Part I, or as part
of the Upper School English
Class, Shakespeare’s History
Plays, taught by K-12 Writing
Coordinator and Upper School
English Teacher, Kevin Coll.
The purpose of the trip was
“to go and see a bunch of London theater and to get an idea of
what the atmosphere in London
is like,” said Jesse Cohen ’08,

one students who is both in the
English class and will take a
role in the spring production.
This mission was surely accomplished, as the students saw
plays at such famous locations
as Westminster, London Proper,
The Globe, and South Bank.
“We saw five plays in seven days.
Two of them were Shakespeare,
and three of them were more
modern,” said Elinor Hickey
‘08, another student both in the
English class and the production.
Another purpose of the trip
was for cast members to bond
and get to know each other better. Having traveled to London
and back, the group now enjoys “a closer relationship with

photo courtesy E. Hickey ’08

people in the cast, a better relationship with our teachers, and
more of a sense where we’re going with the show,” said Cohen.
Aside from a newfound kinship, students and faculty alike
gathered some new ideas for
the production and a stronger
sense of what British theater is
like. “I know [Theater Director] Peter King definitely took
away some ideas for staging,”
said Hickey. “We got to see
what British acting looks like as
opposed to American acting, and
we found out that it’s actually
really different,” said Cohen.
Henry IV, Part I will run
from April 12-14 in the MacksFidler Black Box Theater.
London’s Globe Theatre
provides the backdrop for
actors, students and faculty
who traveled to England
over winter break.
Led by Theater Director Peter King and English
teacher Kevin Coll, members of second semester
classes on Shakespeare’s
History Plays and a spring
production of Henry IV,
Part I saw five plays and
toured the city to experience London theatre and
acting styles.

1800

Metric Tons of Carbon Dioxide

photo by D. Rosenthal ‘08

Who will be Heifer for a Day? Excitement builds as students donate money to see the teacher of their choice “win” the opportunity to wear the cow costume, including tenderloins and
flanks (not shown) for a full day’s teaching before spring break.

Park School as an entity requires students, faculty, and
maintenance among other things,
but it also requires energy. For
example, Park spends $340,000
a year in electricity to power itself. While there is the obvious
expense of this number, a group
of students decided to look at
another cost of Park School’s
consumption, global warming.
The Park School Climate
Change Group released its Annual Carbon Dioxide (CO 2 )
Inventory Report for the 20052006 school year. The report
describes CO2 from direct emissions (called scope 1) such as
diesel fuel and gasoline, purchased electricity (scope 2), and
indirect emissions like paper consumption (scope 3). The report
notes that from October 2005 to
September 2006, the School was
responsible for 4,621,865 lbs. or
2,097 tons of CO2. Eighty-one
percent, or 1,701 metric tons of
these emissions came from the

$340,000 in electricity, 16%,
or 354 metric tons from scope
1 sources, and 2%, or 42 metric tons from scope 3 sources.
The group, comprised of
students and faculty, hopes to
reduce these emissions, and the
report outlines a series of steps to
achieve the goal. Members propose exploring “the possibility of
replacing all current incandescent
lights with energy-saving bulbs,”
“the feasibility of converting
the school buses to biodiesel,”
as well as examining insulation to make it more efficient.
The group, comprised of
Jacoby, Ben Guo ’08, Abby
Krolik ’08, Elizabeth Himeles
’08, Emma Draper-Reich ’08,
Darian Bailey ’09, Quinten
Rosborough ’08, Paul Hobbs
’08, Paul Dagnelie ’09, and science teachers Reuwai Hanewald
and Jeff Jennings, also works
with a sister school in Nanjing,
China participating in the same
type of research and analysis.
Upcoming meetings, which
occur during M block will center
on deciding which actions to take.

Park School's Estimated Carbon Dioxide
Emissions
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Graph from p. 4 of the Climate Change Group’s Annual Carbon Dioxide Inventory Report shows total CO2 emissions
from 10/05 to 9/06 in three different categories.

Savage outspells crowded field
Spelling seismism somewhat tentatively, Junior Jake Savage
walked off with a winning trophy at the seventh annual Spelling Bee.
Junior Ben Guo took second, with Senior Leah Greenberg at third.
Accommodating a record-breaking 58 participants, the Bee, which
began in December, continued to the finish right after winter break.
Upper School scheduler and computer teacher Kim Baylis noted that
freshman participation was at an all-time high. “This year several
even made the finals,” said Baylis who has organized the Bee since
its inception. “Female participation was also much higher,” she said.
Words for the competition varied in difficulty, and were pulled
from the National Spelling Bee’s most frequently-asked words.
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Defining “Gay” in our community
Julia Coltri ‘09 delivered this speech to the Upper School in assembly January 10.
Hello, My name is Julia Coltri
and I’m a sophomore. I decided
to talk to the Upper School at
assembly following discussions
of language in a GSA forum, my
English class and a discussion
of why there are so few openly
Gay students and teachers at
Park in Student Faculty Forum. I will not be taking
questions but if you have
any feel free to attend a
Wednesday GSA meeting.
Current data shows that
one in 10 people are gay,
lesbian, or bisexual. I
am that one in 10. For as
long as I’ve liked boys,
I’ve liked girls too. My
parents have known for
about a year and some
of my friends, mostly
outside of the Park community have known for
as long as two years.
Some of my reasons
for telling everyone this are selfish. I’m tired of being nervous
if I am looking up something
gay-related for school or GSA.
I don’t want to worry about
whether people think I’m looking at them funny or whether
they suspect that I’m gay. I’m
exhausted by trying to keep track
of who knows and who doesn’t.
Coming out is a very personal
decision and I’m not at all saying it’s for everyone, however,
I think that for those who wish
to, Park should be the most welcoming environment it can be.
If you have ever walked down
the A or B hallways, sat in the
commons, or gone to a class
at Park you have most likely

heard something like this, “This
test is so gay!” or “Dude, give
back my hat, stop being such
a fag!” sometimes even “She’s
so freaking weird. It’s like
she’s got a lesbo crush on me
or something!” Don’t get me
wrong, I’m not trying to take
away your right to free speech.

In various meetings on the
topic of how welcoming Park
is to gay people, not everyone
agreed on what effect this language has. The fact; however,
remains that Park has very few
students or teachers who are
openly gay. Schools perceived
as being more conservative than
Park seem to have more openly
gay people although one would
think their environments would
be more hostile. I don’t often
hear people at Park express
the kind of opinions that free
speech addresses. Here, the
kind of homophobic speech
is a casual sort of disgust and
dislike. “Oh,” some might say,
“I’m not actually talking about

gay people.” You may not be,
but from experience I can say
that it doesn’t feel that way. In
one of these meetings someone
brought up that people just aren’t
aware that this language is harmful. It’s an unfortunate cycle.
Fewer people are out so they are
not visible enough for people to
notice and watch their language. Then the language
is used and it forces people further into the closet.
The cycle continues.
Your words have power.
The main reason I’m
speaking to everyone today
is because of the community that Park offers. I
believe that Park kids and
teachers would not purposely push down a group
of people. As a member
of the community I feel
that the more openness we
have with each other, the
stronger we will become. The
closet is not a happy place to be.
Hiding something about one’s
self, whatever it is, takes a toll
on that person. You start to feel
ashamed, both of that aspect of
your self and that you are too
scared to say anything against
the people putting you down.
One in ten people are gay,
lesbian, or bisexual, whether
they’re currently out or not. If
there are 330 students in the upper school that could be about 33
upper school students. I know
that I’m not alone. I’m willing
to be the person in the room you
don’t want to be cruel to, but
the fact is that you don’t always
know who that person might be.

Stop using homophobic language
by Ariel Oshinsky ’10
“That’s so gay.” “You homo
[or] queer [or] fag”. It is not
uncommon to hear many of
these phrases at school. How
many times do you think you
hear a racial slur being used in
the same way? I would have to
bet not many. So why is it okay
to use homophobic language?
The Park Philosophy states:
“It is the objective of the school
to be a place where each person
is respected and valued, and
plain speaking, honesty, and
authenticity govern all relationships.” Park prides itself on its
philosophy and the students
depend on it, but we fail our
philosophy when we neglect to
follow its intent. It is impossible
for every student to feel respect-

ed and valued when this kind of
language is being used every day.
Many people say it’s just a
habit, and that they don’t actually mean it! One Park junior
states, “I even say it [homophobic language] sometimes
by accident.” Additionally one
freshman stated, “I don’t think
people even see the possibility
that words like gay could be offensive, and they certainly don’t
intend to hurt anyone by using
them.” Just because it is an accident or we don’t “actually”
mean it, does not erase the damage that kind of language causes.
Some would argue that the
language heard at Park cannot
be characterized as “homophobic language.” However, I am
sure that if the “N” word were
heard in our halls no one would

hesitate to see that remark as
racist. How is this any different?
Every individual in the
Park community must make a
conscious effort to stop using
this kind of language. More
than that, every individual
in the Park community must
take a proactive approach to
addressing homophobic language when he or she hears it.
One Park student said that
when homophobic language
is used, the people who hear
it “usually ignore it like it was
never said.” This needs to stop.
I started off by saying it is
not uncommon to hear homophobic language being used in
hallways of our school. If we the
students, teachers, and administration feel this is wrong, we
have to be the ones to change it.

Don’t send the marines
by Jesse Naiman ‘07
This year’s assemblies have
brought our attention to three
social issues regarding Africa: child soldiers in Uganda,
HIV/AIDS in South Africa, and
genocide in Darfur. In all three
cases, passionate students thoroughly researched the issues,
presented them, and raised our
awareness by appealing to our
pathos. They showed pictures
of starving children, poverty
stricken villages, and HIV positive mothers who would soon
make orphans of their children.
After seeing photos of these unfortunate situations, one would
only wonder what they could do
to help and why we as Americans are not helping to assuage
these impoverished countries.
If you believe in these
causes, by all means help. Humanitarian groups are always
looking for volunteers and/or
money to aid people in Africa. We students have the
power to make a difference,
and if you believe this is where
you want to make one, do it.
However, please do not
ask the United States government to intervene. While it
can send money and food to
these regions, it cannot enact
major policy to affect these
regions: we cannot afford it,
we have other priorities, and
we cannot be the world police.
After balancing the budget
during the Clinton administration, the Bush administration
ran a record deficit, estimated
as high as $8 billion over the
last six years. The current situation arose when we poured
billions into the Iraq war despite
broad tax cuts for the wealthy.
If we were to enter into another conflict that we do not
fully understand, the country
would continue to accumulate
debt. Our national credit is still
intact fortunately, and it is imperative that it remains that way.
Also, our priorities must be
clear. Each nation on this earth
must put the needs of its own
people before the needs of oth-

ers. Americans are loyal to
America, and the Sudanese are
loyal to Sudan. Many Americans have questioned their
loyalty after the inept government response to Hurricane
Katrina. While our citizens lay
helpless in New Orleans, they
wondered why their government
did not intervene. They had
been loyal, and we should have
been so in return. The Sudanese
people do not share those same
loyalties toward America that
our citizens do. We have more
to gain by prioritizing domestic
relief efforts: to give back to
those who have given to us.
Modern African history has
a recurring theme: disaster.
From the 16th through the 18th
centuries, slave traders in collaboration with local African tribal
chiefs wiped out rival tribes and
shipped able-bodied men over
to America to be sold as slaves.
African succumbed to European
colonizers who set up colonies
like the Belgian Congo, Rhodesia, or German East Africa. As
a result, borders encompassed
tribes that should have been in
separate countries, in part resulting in the Rwanda genocide.
Since the colonization era ended,
conflicts have continued springing up in places such as Uganda,
Sierra Leone, and Darfur. It appears that every time a conflict is
resolved, a new one springs up.
Which ones do we solve? Can
we solve them all? Why stop
with Africa? Why not mitigate
conflict in the Balkans or East
Timor? No. We cannot be
everywhere. Every time something is resolved, something
else arises. At some point, we
must draw a line, and I propose
we draw it where we are now.
The situations in Africa are
unfortunate. I applaud all those
who desire to make Africa a
better place. However, I ask
that we as a nation prioritize.
We need to balance the budget,
fix New Orleans, and prevent
Iran and North Korea from
obtaining nuclear weapons.
The above mentioned can be
done, saving the world can’t.
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Drug and Alcohol counselor welcomes suggestions
by Krista Dhruv,
Drug & Alcohol Educator

Here are the essential dilemmas with teaching a class on
drug use in high schools: How
do you make a class on such
a topic scintillating and edgy
enough that it appeals to teenagers yet doesn’t scare parents into
thinking you’re actually promoting drug use? And how do you
take the information that we
all so readily know (marijuana
kills brain cells, addiction is an
actual risk, alcohol and driving
don’t mix...) and get adolescents
to understand that while they
know these things, they’re often
not acting on them positively?
If I knew the answers to these
questions, the class would be
a raging success, but instead
we continue to tinker, readjust
and let the Alcohol and Other
Drugs (AOD) Seminar evolve
into something I hope is useful
and even entertaining at times.
I think Ariel Oshinskywas
caught off guard when I thanked
her for her commentary (Postscript, 12/15/06, p. 5) on the
seminar. The thanks were genuine; we’ve been advocating for
some time to have the seminar
placed within the block rotation of courses. I agree it’s not
healthy for students to go from
class to class on our intensive
block schedule rotation. I, too,
want students to be refreshed and
ready to learn when they enter
my classroom, not wedged be-
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Counselor Krista Dhruv teaches trimester sessions of Alcohol and Other Drugs to current
ninth grade students.

tween two classes, a snack break
and a bathroom run as it currently stands. I feel strongly that
if we want students to take the
course seriously and see how serious learning includes acquiring
knowledge and skills regarding
personal health, then classes
such as the AOD Seminar and
Human Sexuality should be front
and center with our more traditional academic subject areas.
I also think that the health curriculum should be more reflective
of the Park philosophy. I’d love

to see a menu of health related
course offerings for students to
choose from when individuals
feel they’re most pertinent to
their lives. Maybe it’d be Stress
Relief 101 in ninth grade, Human
Sexuality in tenth, and Parent
Communication in eleventh.
This leads me to my next point.
Talking with parents is
not a favored activity of high
school students, so it’s no surprise that this might not be
a highlight of the class.
I’m sure I would feel the

Students responsible for
end
of
Immersion
Week
ers
designed
interesting and
by Peter Sicher ’07

Who stole
the cookies from the
cookie jar?
by Becca Althauser ’09
You trudge down the hall. It’s
the last period before X Block
and you’re not sure if you’re
going to make it through this
next class. You walk with your
books past Mr. McGill’s office
and there it stands--a beacon
of light in the Upper School.
The cookie jar sits majestically calling your name and as
you take two Oreos or Chips
Ahoys, you know that there is a
chance that you just might make
it through the rest of the day.
As many students have found,
the biggest perk about entering high school is not the large
amount of free time, nor the
close personal relationships with
teachers, nor even the advanced
and highly interesting classes
(though all of these are nice).
No, it is the cookies. Perched
in a large glass jar sit tantalizing treats that range from the
more nutricious Fig Newtons

same way if I were in your
shoes, but believe it or
not, I really do it for you.
Yes, some students already
have such conversations with
their parents, and no, some parents will not ever listen to their
child’s point of view on such matters no matter how much we try.
I take seriously the opportunity that this class offers to
set the stage for the possibility
of fruitful conversation to happen, where students and their
parents are actually, perhaps

for the first time, able to talk
about these very loaded issues
without parents being suspicious
of intent or students feeling
like they could never bring up
such things. I really want parents to hear how their children
feel about these things. I also
know from research at the National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NIDA) that parents continue
to have the most influence on
the decisions of their children
well into early adulthood, so
why not embrace the chance
to make this happen upfront?
I’ve also heard time and again
that the information from the
class is somewhat repetitive
of Life Skills, so I did some
research. In sixth grade Life
Skills mentors teach two lessons
tangentially related to drug use.
In seventh grade two classes
are dedicated to recovery from
alcoholism, and that’s it. Earlier
this year two seniors approached
me with an interest in talking
to the ninth graders in my class
about the social scene at Park
and the choices they’ve made in
response. I jumped at the chance
to have them join the class and
the response has been favorable.
So I’ll put another request out
there: If you’ve taken the class
and would like to take a crack
at reworking some things with
me, I’m open. If you have ideas
on how to answer the essential
questions I open with, share
your ideas, the class is yours!

photo by D. Rosenthal ’08

Students flock to the Principal’s office, not for punishment
or guidance but for a quick fix. R. Pettit ’07 munches on a
cookie during a break from classes.

to the less healthy Mint Cream
Oreos. Mr. McGill has an open
door policy and anyone can go
in and take two, and students
aren’t the only ones who are
busy eating them. “Oh no, it’s
not just kids,” he said. “I could
out a bunch of faculty (and
one Head of School), but will
keep those names to myself.”
So why give kids cookies?
Let’s face it: going to the Principal’s office (as nice as Mr. McGill
is) is intimidating. So what better
way is there to get people to stop
by than bribery? And what better
bribe, in a school full of hungry
kids, is there than cookies?
Inspired by a faculty member

at a previous school, Mr. McGill
embraced the tradition of a full
cookie jar and an open invitation when he first came to Park
in 1998. The jar that sits on his
desk was not the original one.
That one was broken five years
ago. The current jar was a gift
from Nancy Fink. “Though she
meant well,” said McGill, “it’s
twice as big…which has led to
an interesting observation: it’s
twice as expensive to fill, but
empties at the same rate. I’m
sure the science department
could explain that phenomenon.” Perhaps an M Block
activity will be suggested for
the exploration of this topic.

It’s that time of year again,
the end of semester where we
take tests and finish our portfolios. For seniors it is bittersweet:
sweet because we are almost
finished the college search, and
bitter because time is running
out at a school we love. But for
the last two years, something
has been missing that used to be
a big part of the change between
semesters: Immersion Week.
I first experienced immersion
week in ninth grade. I was in a
group that looked at bias in the
media. We had a reporter visit
from WJZ-TV, and we each did a
project on a different area of bias.
As a Howard Dean supporter, I
did mine on how the mainstream
media sabotaged his campaign.
In tenth grade, I was in a
rock-climbing group. But we
did more than just rock climb.
We watched climbing videos, learned safety techniques
and talked to a professional
climber. Both of these activities represented, for me, what
Immersion Week should be.
In addition, they do not just
represent this because teach-

meaningful activities, but
because students were actually invested in those activities.
Unfortunately, many teachers felt that this investment was
the exception and not the rule,
and consequentially they ended
Immersion Week. I understand
why they did, and I place blame
on the student body. There were
widespread reports of students
goofing off in activities they had
signed up for and even skipping
them altogether. Park students
deserved to lose Immersion Week
because they took it for granted.
Some might claim teachers did not like having to plan
elaborate activities when they
could be working on semester comments. Personally, if
that is true, I can hardly blame
them. Why plan an activity if
students are not invested in it?
If students want Immersion
Week back, they will have prove
to the faculty that they will
treat it with respect. Immersion
Week at its best is a wonderful
exercise in Progressive education, and it would be a shame
for it to be forgotten because
students simply do not care.
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Like a rock, but wiser
An in-depth look at the legacy of Paul Ganzenmuller
by Anders Hulleberg ’07
“And if any of you have an
email address like…Oh, I don’t
know…like…” Paul Ganzenmuller paused, looked around
the classroom at the 15 or so
students sitting at the vague trapezoid of desks, shook his head
and nonchalantly raised his left
hand to eye level, indicating
that he was at a momentary loss.
Even at the end of his long career in college guidance, there
were still bits and pieces of adolescence that gave him pause.
“Like hotbabe2007@aol
.com?” suggested one senior girl
with curly blond hair. The rest
of the students in the room concurred with appreciative laughter.
“Yes. Precisely. Thank you,
Stephanie.” He continued, unfazed. “If any of you have an
email address like that, you might
want to consider getting a new,
more professional sounding one.”
Risqué email addresses were
not an issue in the college application process when Paul
Ganzenmuller first started as
Director of College Guidance
for the Park School of Baltimore
27 years ago. Even so, his voice
never wavered from its confidently mezzo-piano, baritone
melody as he began talking about
the various colleges that would
be sending representatives to
Park in the coming week: “Drew
is one of the only small, liberal
arts colleges with easy access to

New York City. What makes
Colorado College unique is that
students there only take one class
at a time. Oberlin is the second
most popular destination of Park
graduates after College Park.”

The Classic Look
Indeed, not much seems to
change about Paul Ganzenmuller
(Ganz, for short), who will be
moving to New Mexico after
this school year. Over six feet
tall and trim, he’s had the same
neat, grey and white mustache
for as long as anyone can remember, and his hair, the same
color, doesn’t seem to grow. He
surely has more than one outfit,
but one would be hard-pressed to
differentiate between them; most
involve a solid-colored button
up shirt and slacks or blue jeans.
A keen observer might note
that he either wears dress shoes or
those classic, grey New Balance
sneakers. He only wears a tie when
a college representative is visiting
Park, and he does so without fail.
Tennis in his Blood
Born and raised on Long Island, Paul Ganzenmuller came
to Park after earning his graduate
degree in history from Columbia
while working in the admissions
department there. “Coming to
Park was really quite extraordinary because this is the kind of
school, I think, where most of
the faculty, if they didn’t have
the opportunity to attend a school

like this, would have liked to.”
At first, college counseling was
only part of Ganzenmuller’s daily
life at Park. He used to teach a
section of tenth grade history and
coach Middle and Upper School
basketball, soccer, and tennis,
which runs deep in the Ganzenmuller family. “My grandmother
lost in the equivalent of the finals
in the U.S. Open three years running in the ‘teens (1910’s). My
mother was ranked 11 th in the
country in the ‘50s. My father
was in the top 25 in the men”
(Ganzenmuller himself played
varsity tennis at Columbia).
As the class sizes grew,
h o w e v e r, s o d i d t h e d e mands of Ganzenmuller’s job.
Coaching had to go first, and
then finally, as class sizes approached 80, five or six years ago,
so did the teaching. “I was pretty
ready to stop coaching, because
after 20 years of that, I’d had
enough…also…I really wanted
to see more of [my son’s] competition.” Ganzenmuller’s son,
Keith, played basketball at Skidmore and is the all-time leading
basketball scorer in Park history.
Leaving the classroom was
tougher. Though Ganzenmuller
does not wax poetic when recalling his days as a teacher,
the sincerity in his voice is unquestionable, signaled by the
subtle pauses and emphases in his
speech. “[Teaching] was a real
way to connect with students. It’s
very hard to be a college coun-

selor without having some kind
of credibility as a teacher before
you start working with students
as a college guidance counselor.”

College Competition Grows
Though they have included a
smaller range of responsibilities,
the last five or six years have been
some of Ganzenmuller’s busiest
while at Park, as they have seen
a growth in the intensity and
competitiveness of the college application process, a growth Park is
still unsure whether to embrace or
resist, a growth Ganzenmuller is
a walking talking encyclopedia
on. “It’s more than one factor,”
he explained. “Primarily, it’s
demographics; there are more of
you than there have ever been.
Second, as the price has escalated, students have been
gravitating towards places they
think have a value. The more
popular places have become even
more popular as a result of that.
Third, about 15-20 years ago,
all colleges, even the most competitive ones, began to broaden
their search. Getting a college
degree is also essential these
days for the job market. Roll
that together, and that equals
a pretty substantial increase in
applications across the board.”
I n t e r n a l l y, P a r k h a s r e sponded to these pressures in
a variety of ways, but Ganzenmuller’s approach to college
counseling has stayed the same.
“I try to preach how it’s not

important where you go to college; it’s just important how well
you use the opportunity of going
to college,” said Ganzenmuller,
who was not afraid to voice his
opinion about Park’s recent advertising campaign, which included
posters with lists of students’ SAT
averages and college choices.
“Those posters bother me a lot.
I think there’s a chance that…if
we continue focusing on outcomes rather than process, I don’t
think that’s healthy. I think potentially we might begin to confuse
the parents and students who are
looking at the school, which might
lead to a change of attitude.”
By and large, however, Ganzenmuller credits Park with being
a fairly rational institution. “I’ve
never, ever had the headmaster
at Park say to me, in any way,
that it’s important that our list
look a certain way at the end of
the process. There’s never been
a hint that it’s important that
certain names end up on the list,
only that we try to assist students
in making the most reasonable
decisions they possibly can.”

The Future
Park’s college guidance office
will have a new look next year.
Upper School History teacher
Tina Forbush, who began counseling a handful of students three
years ago, will take half the
grade, while a new hire will take
the other half. The fact that the
school has provided for two posi-

Former students reflect on college preparation
Gottlieb takes advantage of
university experience
by Eric Gottlieb ’06
“We will every sing thy praises, sons and daughters true,” goes
the refrain to Emory University’s
school song, “Hail we now our
Alma Mater, Hail the Gold and
Blue!” At 6:00, the bell tower
in the center of campus chimes
the tune which is heard across
the quiet campus. The streaks
of twilight sun across the grassy
quad, the brick walkways, and the
elegant Georgian marble buildings complete the picture. “This
is college,” I think with a grin.
If there is one class that has
signified this traditional college
experience, it was a Classics
seminar entitled “The Knowledge Economy of Greece and
Rome.” In this course, 16 freshmen and two professors read
and discussed in great detail the
state of knowledge as it was in

those two great civilizations. We
covered fields including mathematics, astronomy, astrology,
medicine, law, women’s anatomy,
and architecture. I then wrote
a 19-page research paper on
banking and finance in antiquity,
a topic we had not discussed.
But beyond that, my college
education has been modern and
relevant. In preparation for the
undergraduate business program,
I took Calculus II and Microeconomics. And in preparation
for life in the 21st century, I’m
taking Mandarin Chinese. (In
case anyone was wondering,
I couldn’t have asked more of
a high school in preparing me
for the inevitable final exams.)
I also found my way onto the
board of the investment club
and have applied to volunteer
at The Children’s Hospital of
Atlanta, which is located on the

Atlanta University’s campus.
Lastly, Emory has a reputation
for being a rather posh school
and it’s not an unreasonable assessment, but it hasn’t made me

unhappy. For one thing, I enjoy
the elegant, airy, and high-tech
buildings. And even if the average student is wealthier than
elsewhere, I’ve found my peers

photo courtesy E. Gottlieb ’06

to be smart, curious, and devoted
to their friends. In fact, I’ve made
some of the best friends I’ve ever
had. College is everything I’d
hoped it would be... and more.
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Admissions
With all applications mailed and many good
decisions returned, this list shows those colleges that have offered places to members
of the Class of 2007 as of January 15.

photo by D. Rosenthal ’08

College Counselor Paul Ganzenmuller sits on a bench near his office.
tions to do a job Ganzenmuller
used to do nearly alone speaks
volumes about the sanity he has
consistently brought to the very
insane college admissions process.
Then again, it is possible that
not even he would be able to
bear all the of responsibilities

of a college guidance counselor
in the coming years alone; indeed, the largest high school
class in the nation’s history will
graduate in 2009, by which
point Ganzenmuller will be two
full years into a “new season,”
as he described it, of his life.

American University
Bard College
Brown University
Carlton College
Carnegie Mellon
College of Charleston
Clark University
Colgate University
Cornell University
Dickinson College
Drew University
Drexel University
Elon University
Emory University
Franklin and Marshall College
George Washington University
Goucher College
Hampshire College
Haverford College
Indiana U at Bloomington

Johns Hopkins University
Northwestern University
Oberlin College
Ohio State University
Pitzer College
Princeton University
Roanoke College
Rollins College
Salisbury University
Stanford University
Tulane University
University of Colorado at
Boulder
University of Miami
University of Pennsylvania
University of Vermont
Villa Julie College
Wake Forest
Washington College

The future of college
admissions at Park
Forbush will become more involved in college counseling next
scholastic year; an additional counselor will be hired to assist.
by Tony DeMarco ’08

photo by D. Rosenthal ’08

History teacher and part time college counselor Tina Forbush relaxes with students watching a few games of ping
pong.

The retirement of Director
of College Guidance Paul Ganzenmuller will affect more than
just Juniors and Seniors; the
lives of all students in the Upper
School will be changed because
Christina Forbush will be taking
over his spot and only teaching one history class next year.
Eight years ago, Forbush was
clerking for the Supreme Court of
Hawaii, and before that was working at a law firm in Washington
D.C. Forbush came to Park in the
fall of 2000 looking for something
new and different. Four years later,
she was offered a chance to help
Ganzenmuller and gladly stepped
up to the plate, “I love teaching
but I like to learn new things, I

like change, and Mike [McGill]
suggested college admissions and
I took the advice,” Forbush said.
“I like college counseling; it
involves looking at the whole
student. I like working with parents, and meeting people from
other schools,” Forbush said.
“Moving into this position means
I will have to learn new things
that I haven’t learned yet.”
Next year, Forbush will share
college counseling duties with
a member of the faculty who
has not yet been hired. Forbush
will teach either a section of
History 11 or criminal law so
that she “can teach students that
she will be working with in the
college counseling process.”
Students that have had Forbush
as a teacher are saddened by the

news that she is only going to
be teaching one class next year.
“Tina is a great teacher who I
learned a lot from. I’m sorry
that future freshman won’t have
the opportunity to learn from
her,” said Andrew Marmer ’08.
Michael Hess ’08 added, “She is
a great teacher and it is a real loss
to the High School students. She
will do well as a college guidance
counselor, but she will be known
at Park for being a great teacher.”
Joe Press ’07 said, “She is a
great teacher because she always
makes you work hard.” Press has
Forbush as his college counselor
and added, “She is great. She is
always willing to help, and she
cares about it. She also seems to
have good relationships with college representatives at colleges.”
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From progressive to West Point

photo courtesy K. Tarver

K. Tarver ’06 wears full dress uniform during parents’ visiing
weekend this fall.

by Kyle Tarver ’06

When I went to my first class
at West Point, it did not take
long to notice major differences
between a classroom here and
a classroom at Park. The first
obvious difference was that my
teacher was a Lieutenant Colo-

nel (Immediately all thoughts of
being a joker in class this semester vanished from my mind.).
The next major difference I
noticed was the rigidity of the
syllabus. Technically speaking,
I could do every assignment for

the semester in a matter of days
because each course has been
completely planned during the
summer - I can look at the syllabus on Lesson 1 and see the
assigned reading for Lesson 36.
It’s positive in the sense that I
always know what to expect,
and it enables me to get ahead.
However, I consider the rigidity
of the syllabus a negative when
I think back to Park classes and
remember that the topics I was
most interested in were normally discussed as they came
up, rather than being planned.
The students here, for the
most part, are the same as at
Park, at least in terms of academics. Most are eager to learn and
strive for perfection, not just for
the A but because it will make
them the most educated adult
and officer that they can be. Of
course there are those whose
eyes are locked on their graduation day and feel fine being a
C student. At West Point you
need a cumulative grade point
average of at least 2.0 to graduate, so there is a saying “2.0 and
go,” that many take to heart.
After my first semester, I realized that there was a lot I had
learned at Park that would help
me succeed at West Point and in
life in general. The first is the
fact that you can be as great of
a student as you want to be and
learning should take place for the
sake of learning, not for a grade.
Park School also aided my
learning more specifically in

terms of English classes. Many
people struggle in composition
and literature classes here, but
coming from Park, I am well
acquainted with the editing
and revising processes, which
has proved to be a major help.
When it comes to academics,
my life here is not very different from any other college. We
have anywhere from three to
five classes a day, half of my
courses on one day, the other
half on the next. It is the other
basic aspects of life where you
see the most difference between West Point Cadets and
students at a civilian school.
The day here begins with
wake up a 6 a.m. The freshmen are in charge of the
basic duties of the barracks,
which are more like college
dorms than Army barracks.
Because we are in charge of
“duties,” we empty the trash
from the building and pick up
the laundry from outside of West
Point. School is tough, mostly
because of the monotony of
the life, but not unbearable the
rooms, deliver it to the laundry pick-up area, and deliver
newspapers to the rooms of the
upperclassmen. Formation starts
at 6:45, where all cadets meet
outside and receive important
announcements about the day or
the week. Following formation
is mandatory breakfast, and then
the first class begins at 7:35.
There are four class periods
before lunch, each 55 minutes

with a 10 minute break in between. Typically a cadet won’t
have class for more than three of
these. At 11:55 is lunch formation and then mandatory lunch.
Classes begin again at 12:45
and continue through 3:50. After lunch is time for athletics,
sports practice, or additional
instruction from professors.
When the period ends at 5:30,
we are free to study, have dinner, or do whatever else we can
come up with in the barracks.
People finish their homework,
go to bed around 11:30, and
then get ready to do it again.
After graduation, everyone
is required to do five years of
active Army duty and then three
years of reserve duty. Whenever
I decide to get out of the Army,
whether it is directly after my five
mandatory years or after, I plan
to take over the world - starting
with South America. What I
meant to say was that I plan to
go to law school and become a
prosecutor. I have a lot of time
to think about that, so obviously
none of my plans are definite.
All in all, West Point is tough,
mostly because of the monotony
of the life, but not unbearable. I
am glad I came and did my best
to mentally prepare myself for
years of difficulty before arriving. I know that West Point is
a positive experience for me
and feel confident that being
educated here will help me
to succeed in life, with whatever I ultimately decide to do.

Park prepares for the challenges in college
by Sophie Macks ’06
During this past semester of freshman year in
college, I was often asked if
I felt that Park had fully prepared me. Without hesitation,
I always replied, “absolutely.”
In every one of my college
courses, I repeatedly noted
how thankful I was that Park
taught me how to think. While
many of my college classmates
froze when required to apply information on a geology
exam rather than regurgitate
memorized notes, I saw no difference from the many science
or math tests taken at Park.
When it came to essay writing in my Freshman Seminar
course, time spent on peer reviewing, free-writing exercises,
and editing multiple drafts in
Park English classes all came together. Learning lower vs. higher
order concerns in Practicum,
how to outgrow my title as the
“Adverb Queen” and to write in
a variety of voices in “Coming of
Age,” and about the differences
between showing rather than tell-

ing in “Adventure” made writing
about strange topics a breeze.
Still, being able to ask
thoughtful questions and participate in class separated me
from other students perhaps
in the most drastic way. When
I posed the type of complex
question that had always been
encouraged at Park, it was amusing to see how my professors
reacted. They seemed surprised to hear something other
than, “What does this mean?”
Though I was aware of how
well Park had equipped me with
the skills needed to succeed
academically, I only saw the
full extent of its preparations
when I decided to transfer to
the George Washington University. When I first declared that
Dickinson was the wrong place
for me personally, it seemed
appropriate to be hesitant about
making such a bold statement.
Yet, there wasn’t a single doubt
in my mind. I had been able to
evaluate the situation in an effective manner and come to the
defiant conclusion that I needed

a different college setting. I’ve
always felt Park’s philosophy
revolves around the idea of staying true to oneself, and that’s
exactly what I needed to do.
The combination of traits that
proved essential in making this
decision were quite underdeveloped when I first came to Park
in ninth grade, but these skills
grew exponentially. From being
pushed to the next level on the
lacrosse field, in the classroom,
and even the photo lab, I was able
to find an individual path to success that helped me understand
my strengths and weaknesses.
Most importantly, Park
showed me that I needed to take
initiative and put myself in a
situation conducive to reaching my goals. After four years,
I finally possessed the amount
of self awareness, ability to
advocate, emotional strength,
and courage necessary to make
the decision to transfer and remain confident in the legitimacy
of my reasoning. Although it
meant experiencing déjà vu
by re-applying for college, the

alternative of remaining passive just didn’t seem plausible.
It is natural for you seniors
to be nervous and skeptical
about the new journeys you
will embark on next September. However, you can take
comfort in knowing that wherever you go and whatever you
choose to do, you will possess the necessary resources
to overcome any obstacle.
Remember, although you
will have technically been released from the “Park Bubble”
after senior year comes to a
close, Park will always be there
to provide a comfortable and
welcoming landing whenever
you need to bounce back on.
I would like to leave you all
with a true story which, ironically, took place at GW a few
years ago. On the first day of
classes as a crowd of students
piled into a lecture hall and
proceeded towards their seats,
one of them dared to veer away
from the common flow of traffic, and walk straight towards
the professor. Without a trace of

timidity or shyness detectable
in the student’s expression, he
posed a simple question. Neglecting to answer the student,
the professor immediately shot
back “Where are you from?”
“Baltimore” the student answered. “You went to the Park
school didn’t you?” “Yes I did…
but how did you know?” The
professor looked him square in
the eye and replied “Because
only a Park school student would
ever ask his professor a question on the first day of class.”
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Successful Goldsoundz draws
underclassmen

Obama’s book lays
ideological foundation
for presidential bid
by Peter Sicher ’07
On Tuesday January 16, 2007,
Junior Senator Barack Obama
announced the creation of an exploratory committee to test the waters for
a potential presidential run. Obama
is incredibly popular and, as things
now stand in the polls, quite likely
the only Democrat with a serious
chance of beating New York Senator
Hillary Clinton in the 2008 primaries.
However, beneath all the hype
and hoopla, is there any substance
to Barack Obama? What does the
Junior Senator from Illinois stand
for? To be honest, before I read his
new book, The Audacity of Hope,
I already liked Obama. Based
on what I had heard and seen, he
seemed intelligent and well-spoken.
However, after reading his book,
my opinion of the man has strengthened: I now believe that he would be
a viable candidate for the presidency.
After having listened to his speech
at the 2004 Democratic National
Convention in Boston, it came as no
surprise to me that Barack Obama
is an excellent writer. But not only
does Obama write well, he also has
important things to say. In many
ways his book is a clarion call to the
America people, demanding them
to call for change from their elected
representatives and asking them
to stop bickering and actually deal
with the problems our country faces.
Obama’s philosophy is that although the government cannot
solve everybody’s problems (nor

should it), it can and certainly should
help. Although many of Obama’s
ideas are not original and will require money to fund, he presents
them meaningfully and he shows
that he has a realistic plan to set
America back on the right track.
He wants to increase pay for
teachers so that the best and the
brightest are more likely to enter
that profession. He wants to increase government-funded grants
that help lower class students get
through college (though like with
his views on welfare, he believes
in a work requirement to receive
those grants). Like all Democrats,
he speaks of energy independence
and universal health care. Though
he hasn’t presented detailed plans
explaining how he would achieve
those things, now that he is running

by Sam Althauser ’07

photo courtesy www.barackobama.com

for president, hopefully he soon will.
However, it is not these policy
ideas that make the book interesting - it is his insight on subjects
such as the Constitution, faith, race,
and how family can be affected by
a political career. I won’t go into
detail on what those insights were
because then there would be no
reason for anyone else to read the
book, but suffice it to say that they
increased my respect for the man.

photo courtesy US News/MCT
Democratic candidate for the Presidency in 2008, Sen. Barack Obama
listens during a hearing by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

Even with an unusually small number of acts,
Goldsoundz maintained its
usual level of excellence on
January 19. Full of prevalent Park School students
and musical traditions,
including the Penetrators
(made up of Juniors Ben
Goldstein, Jake Irwin, and
Noah Berman, as well
as Sophomore Andrew
Keiser) who wooed the
ladies with sweet-sounding rock covers, and
Catalyst who, as usual,
wowed the crowd with
smooth harmonization and
skull shaking guitar solos.
As one of the hosts, I
personally made an idiot
out of myself on yet another Park School stage with
fellow senior co-hosts Nate
Frishberg and Ian Long.
Goldsoundz opened
with Freshmen Jack Patterson’s Band MonsterFoot
Cat, playing two instrumental originals. Patterson,
brought a significantly
large freshmen audience.
Among those freshmen
was Kyle Long who spoke
fondly of his recent Goldsoundz experience, stating
that, “it was very kickass.”
Frishberg and Long
played with an array of
tremendous Park musi-

cians, including Berman,
Keiser and Ben Starr ‘07.
One of these groups, Princess Lance and the Sexual
Predators, is working on
putting out an album this
semester. During this
Goldsoundz, they were able
to pitch their somewhat
racy and hilarious music.
Catalyst, the rocking
all-senior band consisting
of Starr, Ben Goldstein,
Anders Hulleberg and Gilman Senior Ryaan Ahmed,
played many sweet melodic originals - including my
personal favorite, Number
23, an upbeat love song
written by pianist Starr.
Frishberg said of the band,
“I love Catalyst; they have
a smooth and sexy sound.
They are able to stun audiences with their superb
talent and musicianship.”
As the flashy rock and
roll sound filled the Black
Box Theater, it was evident that Goldsoundz was
just as successful as usual.

photo courtesy A. Keiser ’09

Zhang Yimou thrills audiences with interest, intrigue, and ninjas
by Ben Guo ’08
The Curse of the Golden
Flower has anything you could
ask for in a Chinese action flick:
incest, intrigue and, of course,
ninjas. Yes, ninjas -- and imperial ones at that, with wicked
boomerang-sickle-grappling
hooks that they fly around on
like Spiderman on his webs.
These ninjas were just one
of the highlights of director
Zhang Yimou’s latest film,
which overflows with artful
ambushes (performed by said
ninjas) and epic battles between thousands of soldiers.
As in Zhang’s previous
works, Hero and House of Flying Daggers every scene in
Curse of the Golden Flower is
beautifully done: The interior of
the imperial palace is an opulent

photo courtesy www.canadaeast.com

Prince Jai, played by Jay Chou, looks on as the Empress, played by Gong Li, and the Emperor, played by Chow Yun-Fat, perform the rites at the Chrysanthemum Festival in Zhang
Yimou’s latest movie, The Curse of the Golden Flower.

rainbow of bright colors, contrasted by the deep greens and
browns of the outside world.

The attractive set is accompanied by a plot of operatic
proportions -- involving Gong

Li as the scheming Empress and
seductress, Chow Yun Fat as the
imperturbable Emperor, his three

throne-hungry sons, and two
examples of incest. What more
do you need?With a budget of
$45 million -- the most expensive Chinese movie yet -- Zhang
Yimou goes all out with the imperial family’s royal extravagances.
During the movie’s climactic
Chrysanthemum Festival, the
replicated Forbidden City’s
courtyard is filled with millions
of yellow chrysanthemums,
which are then trampled by
thousands of golden soldiers.
One of the film’s best moments is the mop-up after this
battle, in which servants carefully refill the courtyard and
replace bloodied carpets so that
the imperial show can go on.
Ultimately, Curse of the
Golden Flower is a moral and possibly allegorical
story about loyalty, order, oppressive opulence, and ninjas.
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Blood
Diamond
photo courtesy www.impawards.com

Snakes on
a Plane
by Sam Althauser
Snakes on a Plane, more
commonly known as S.O.A.P.,
terrified me. There are only
so many ways that a snake
can kill a person, and they
were all portrayed in this
movie. Those who didn’t see
S.O.A.P. might not realize that
the movie contained about
ten minutes of solid plotline.
In short, Sean Jones, sees
a murder performed by mob
boss Eddie Kim and is being
flown from Hawaii to L.A.
to testify in court. The FBI
searches the plane, trying to
prevent an attempt by Kim to
kill Jones. Unfortunately, they
missed the snakes (big surprise).
But honestly, we all saw
it just for the snakes: Snakes
jumping on necks and down
throats, snakes falling from
the ceiling, and snakes doing other nasty things that
earned S.O.A.P. its R-rating.
Why is this movie number
two? I have no idea. I personally was too busy being horrified
to truly enjoy this movie, but
then again I am a huge wimp.
But if you are looking to either
be scared out of your pants
or for a way to make fun of
happy-ending addicts like
me, this is the movie for you.

by Ben Guo
Blood Diamond, set in
the civil war of Sierra Leone
(1991-2002), aims to expose
the corruption and inhumanity behind the diamond trade in
conflict zones. The movie’s title
refers to the so-called “blood
diamonds,” or conflict diamonds, that pepper the diamond
trade and finance rebellions.
In general, the movie succeeds in getting its message
across; my eyes were opened
to a problem I didn’t realize
existed, and the film’s publicity
led many to ask themselves, “To
bling, or not to bling?” Although
the film’s message was, at times,
eclipsed by the intense action
scenes, Leonardo DiCaprio, Jennifer Connelly and the morally
unclear plot about redemption,
Blood Diamond certainly
opened my eyes to a problem.

photo courtesy www.popmatters.com
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The movie choices
were voted on by
the student body.
The music and book
choices were made
by the editorial staff.
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Borat
by Peter Treadway

by Jason Fournet

A grossly hilarious experiment in mockumentary that
pushes the limits of how far a
film can go beyond the lines
of political correctness, Sacha
Baron Cohen’s Borat: Cultural Learnings of America
for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan has brought
about the worst plague of annoying character imitations done
by high school students since
Dave Chappelle’s “Rick James.”
Considering the number of
people suing him, Mr. Cohen
had better hope that his film
finds a miracle at the Oscars in
order to regain some credibility,
though winning best actor in a
comedy at the Golden Globes
couldn’t have hurt. Lawsuits
aside, Sacha Baron Cohen may
still just have made the most
important smash hit of the year.

The Departed, adapted from
Wai Keung Lau’s Internal Affairs, is arguably one of Martin
Scorsese’s best films yet. Set in
the streets of modern day Boston, Scorsese keeps the mafia
epic alive by bringing the undercover cop and criminal worlds
together in this thriller full of
betrayals and back stabbing.
Leonardo Dicaprio’s performance finally establishes him as
a strong, versatile performer capable of taking on a wide range
of characters. Dicaprio is accompanied by a few already well
established actors, including Jack
Nicholson and Martin Sheen.
The Departed is without a doubt
one of the best films of ’06.

photo courtesy www.moviesonline.ca

photo courtesy www.iwatchstuff.com

The Departed
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photo courtesy www.empiremovies.com

Little Miss
Sunshine
by Leah Greenberg
A not-so-typical family embarks on a road trip to California
to enter their daughter in the
prepubescent Little Miss Sunshine beauty contest. While the
writing, directing, and even the
soundtrack of this movie are very
impressive, what really makes
the film stand out is the sheer
talent and character of the actors.
Greg Kinnear plays an amusing,
hypocritical, and passionate
father of two children: Olive
(Abigail Breslin), the wouldbe beauty queen, and an angry,
silent teenage son (Paul Dano).
At the beginning of the film
the family has just welcomed
into their home their uncle, a
gay scholar who has just been
released from the hospital after
attempting suicide (coolly played
by Steve Carrell). Their grandfather also accompanies them
on the trip – an aging heroin
junkie, played by comedian Alan
Arkin, who would do anything
to help his granddaughter win.
A surprisingly successful
product of the Sundance Film
Festival, Little Miss Sunshine
has received an Oscar nomination for best motion picture. In
spite of the fact that the movie is
very funny, the actors still manage not go too over-the-top, and
so the movie remains down-toearth, and even almost realistic.
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Print Of 2006
by Peter Sicher ’07
When I was first asked to write
a short review of what I thought
was the best book of 2006, I had
trouble deciding which book to
write about. Then, as if the proverbial light bulb had appeared over
my head, it hit me: “The Gettysburg Gospel: The Lincoln Speech
Nobody Knows,” by Gabor Boritt.
As the title suggests, it is about

The Gettysburg Address. This book
can best be described by splitting
it into three parts. The first part of
the book explains how the town
of Gettysburg dealt with what the
author calls, “the greatest man
made disaster in American History.”
The second section deals with
how Lincoln wrote and delivered
the speech. The final and most
interesting component of the book
is about the speech’s legacy. The

book helps to reinforce what I already know: Lincoln was not only
our greatest President, but also
our most interesting President.
Boritt makes several interesting
conclusions, which he backs up with
substantial facts and anecdotes. The
most interesting of these anecdotes is
that when Lincoln quoted Jefferson,
saying “All men are created equal,”
he actually meant (unlike Jefferson quite likely) men of all races.

Boritt also has a lot of interesting material on which version
of the speech Lincoln actually
read. The book is both interesting
and well written. Boritt’s prose
is fresh and readable. He is a
better writer than most novelists whose works I have read.
My only complaint about the
book is that it was rather short.
Be that as it may, this was definitely the Best Book of 2006.

Leah’s favorite albums of the year
1. Joanna
Newsom Ys
photo courtesy www.billions.com

though it’s only reached the number 2 spot, this is the
2. The oneEven
album that I really just haven’t been able to stop listening to. While perhaps not as accomplished as number 1, this
is
a really solid, fun album. There are fast songs, there are
Hold Steady loudjustsongs,
there are quiet songs (the liquor-centric “Citrus” is
one of the prettiest songs I’ve heard in a long time). The Hold
– Boys and Steady is being hailed as one of the best live acts touring right
now. Though songwriter Craig Finn is known for his intelliGirls in gent, complex lyrics that tend to focus on religion, being young
and, above all, sin throughout the album, he is true to the typical
America rock mentality: It really is all about sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll.
3. TV on the Radio –
Return to Cookie Mountain

4. Be Your
Own PET
– Be Your
Own PET

I have a pretty short attention span. As far as music goes,
I’m usually unable to sit and
listen to a whole song longer
than five minutes. This is why
it’s so impressive that singer/songwriter/harpist Joanna
Newsom’s newest release, Ys,
can hold my interest through all
five long tracks, which averaging around 12 minutes each.
The lyrics tell intricate, beautiful, obscure stories; they are
full of “thee”s and “genteel”s

In addition to having possibly
the most whimsical album name,
TV on the Radio’s third fulllength release is one of the most
singularly distinctive and inimitable albums released all year. It
seems impossible to try to describe TV on the Radio’s sound;
you can’t separate the guitars,

and references to Sisyphus and
the Pharisees. Newsom deftly
plucks the harp strings to accompany her uniquely childlike
voice that sounds exceptional to
some, and just plain annoying
to others. But I am one of those
who thinks it sounds exceptional
and to be honest, just don’t understand anyone who disagrees
– Newsom, in all her glory and
wonder, has created a gorgeous,
sweeping album that deserves to
be on every “Best of 2006” list.

photo courtesy www.rhapsody.com

from the electronics, from the
singing. These 11 tracks are
about each song as a whole and
how they all fit together within
one another. Return to Cookie
Mountain creates a haunting,
evocative, unique sound unlike
anything any other artist is doing.

photo courtesy www.drownedinsound.com

Be Your Own PET is amazing. They are a bunch of 18 year olds
from Nashville who are not filling out college applications like the
rest of us but instead are touring the country, opening for Sonic
Youth; who wouldn’t be jealous of that? Their music is loud, thrashing, exciting, piercing punk rock. Singer Jemina Pearl alternately
screams, wails and croons with a power that draws frequent comparisons with Yeah Yeah Yeahs’ frontwoman, Karen O. Already opening
for big bands and playing at big festivals (I caught their 30 minute
set this past summer at Bonnaroo), Be Your Own PET is snatching all the attention they can - and they even deserve most of it.
photo courtesy www.villagevoice.com

5. Sonic Youth
Rather Ripped
photo courtesy www.w-fenec.com

Rather Ripped shows a noticeable jump for Sonic Youth in terms
of overall sound. Instead of the grand, fuzzy, orchestrated messes
that they are usually known for, Sonic Youth’s new album is different,
noticeably tighter and more concise. Even so, each track manages to
remain interesting, and the old Sonic Youth trademarks of whining,
feedback and repetition are still evident. Although the second half of
the album is slightly less impressive and pulled together than the first,
Rather Ripped remains an important mark in Sonic Youth’s career.
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Boys Varsity gains momentum - at last
Tough start with new coach ends as Boys pick up steam
by Aaron Brant ’08
After a promising preseason,
Boys Varsity Basketball began
its conference schedule with
a series of lackluster performances. Prior to their matchup
against AACS on January 29,
Park held a 3-7 record and was
7th place in the conference. The
Bruins had one of their worst
slumps in recent history. The
young team finally won a huge
game against AACS January
30, but still has a lot to prove.
While the team has been
outperformed by most of its
competition, this was not the
case during the season opener
December 8. Welcomed by a
packed house of screaming fans,
the Bruins contained Chapelgate
Christian Academy, leading by
at least 10 points for the entire
second half. The game was
highlighted by outstanding performances from captain guard
Trey Boone ’07 (26 points, 4
rebounds, 2 assists) and sophomore point guard Karl Nelson
(17 points, 4 rebounds, 4 assists).

No Unity
The taste of success was
short-lived. Four days after the
victory against Chapelgate, the
Bruins traveled down Old Court
Road to play rival Beth T’filoh.
In the first quarter, the team’s
problems became very evident.
The Bruins lacked composure
and trailed by 10 points only
eight minutes into the game.
The next three quarters did not
get much better, as Park consistently got beaten on defense
and made mistakes on offense,
losing to the Warriors 63-78.
“There hasn’t been much team
unity,” said Boone. “Most people don’t know their roles yet.”
Problems continued against
Sts. Peter and Paul, a team that
they had defeated three times
last season. Playing without
prolific scorer Boone, who was

injured, the Bruins appeared
to be the better team, but an
inconsistent second half forced
another loss. “We didn’t have the
hunger at the end,” commented
Nelson, who contributed 13
points, 4 rebounds, and 3 assists.
“The team had bad intensity and
the subbing wasn’t that great,”
agreed Junior forward, Anthony
Kinslow, who put in a personal
season high 14 points. Coach Bill
Pace acknowledged this problem
and admitted that he’s “still debating on how to get the right
playing time for the right guys.”

After Break
With aspects of the team
still being adjusted, the Bruins
returned to regular season play
January 3 against top-ranked
Glenelg Country School. After
leading by nine at the end of
the first quarter, Park was unable to finish the game. The
Dragons outscored the Bruins
47-21 in the next three quarters,
winning 56-40, and dealing
the Bruins a third straight loss.
Two days later, Park traveled
to Annapolis to face the other
C Conference powerhouse, Annapolis Area Christian School.
The Bruins failed to bring
their best, and for the fourth
straight time, the Bruins lost.
One week later, back in Annapolis, this time against Key,
the Bruins played a solid fourth
quarter, going on a 17-6 run
to push the game to over time
on a Nelson free throw with
six seconds remaining in regulation. This renewed effort
did not last into the extra period, and the Bruins suffered
their fifth straight loss, 61-66.

Defense Improves
Though the Key game was
hard to swallow, the Bruins did finally show some
improvement. “Our defense has
drastically improved during the
last three games and our effort
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T. Boone ’07 shoots a jumper over AACS defender in a close win on January 30

and Kinslow, and clutch freethrow shooting from Boone,
(who had an astonishing 36
points on the day) the Bruins
secured their third conference
victory, 65-62, putting the
team back in the playoff hunt.

After a second loss against
Beth T’filoh January 18, things
began to look promising at the
re-match against Sts. Peter and
Paul. With Trey Boone back in
action and shooting like never
before, the Bruins jumped out to
an early lead in the first quarter,
but the Sabres countered with
an offensive surge of their own
in the second. The score was
tied after the third period, but
with key steals from Ben Levin

Following a loss to Glenelg,
Park won a monumental home
game against Annapolis Area
Christian School January 30.
Emotions were high throughout the game, due in large part
to the heated previous contest
between the two teams. Players,
coaches, and fans remember the
bench clearing fight in the third
quarter of the first match-up. The
teams took special care during
the second game to help each
other up to avoid another brawl.
The Bruins were down for
most of the game, trailing by
two points going into the fourth.
AACS dominated on rebounds.
Spurred on by the cheering
crowd, Park pulled away with

a three-point lead with 11 seconds to go. AACS missed three
different attempts from behind
the arc, but continued to rebound and try again. With time
expiring, they shot a three to
tie. The shooter missed, but
picked up a foul. He needed
to make all three foul shots to
send the game into overtime.
Despite the noise of the home
fans, all three shots were good.
Park was undeterred, and
stepped up on rebounding and
ball control to lead by six, the
team’s biggest margin of the
game, with 2.7 seconds left.
AACS continued to play and shot
a meaningless buzzer-beating
three to chants of “It’s all over.”
With a few games left in
the regular season, the Bruins
maintain a collective confidence
that a championship is still within reach. “We have the talent
to be a Championship team
this year,” noted Long, “but
we have to make sure we’re
moving in the same direction.”

of the ball’s low bounce, which
requires players to move about
the court with lightning speed.
The downside to having a
team comprised of almost entirely rookies is that it doesn’t
attract seasoned veterans, including myself and Tony Eccles
’07. We have been playing for a
few years, and play 2-3 times a
week, but the lack of skill and
general casualness of the team
combined with near prohibitive price (fees for a coach and
court time at Meadow Mill
Athletic Club) have pushed us
away. When asked about his

motivations for playing, Eccles
commented, “I play for the love
of the game. It’s not about showing up on some highlight reel.”
The Park team is off to a good
start, having won two matches
so far. The team however, is
far from playing at the level of
well-known local perennial powerhouses like RPCS and Gilman.
David Narrow ’08, spoke on the
difficulty of the team’s remaining schedule, “We just show up
and sometimes another team is
there.” Park’s early successes
can be attributed to Lucky Odeh;
coach, squash pro at Meadow

Mill, and all-around jolly guy.
The team eagerly awaits the return of injured Drew “Deedles”
Kaup’10, who has left a devastatingly vast void in the roster.
With even less of a fan-base than
tennis, it is not uncommon that
players lose their fervor for the
game, that is, until Madison Elliott, ‘07, is there to pick them up
again. Outspoken leader of team
and general squash enthusiast,
Elliott said of Park’s new team,
“I think the new team is great.
You know, everyone is out here
giving 110%, and it’s just great to
see, I’m so proud of these guys.”

has gone through the roof,”
said Coach Pace, “but we still
need to give four quarters of
effort, and we’re not there yet.”
The team took another step
in the right direction when Park
hosted perennial loser Baltimore
Lutheran for a Friday night game.
The fans did not give up, and
cheered the Bruins on to a 69-28
trouncing of the Saints. “I see
us improving on a daily basis,”
said Captain Ian Long ’07 on
the team’s more recent success.

Back in the Hunt

Victory over AACS

Park School Varsity Squash: who knew?

by Max Struever ’07
The Park School became the
proud parent of its most obscure
sport ever this year: squash.
Initiated by the mother of Fran-

cesca Miller ’10, the first Park
squash team is made up of seven
freshman, three sophomores,
two juniors, a senior, and even a
middle-schooler, most of whom
had never picked up a racquet
before, or at least play like
they haven’t. Squash is a sport
played on a court, very similar
to a racquet ball court. All four
walls are in play, to some degree,
but the ball only needs to hit the
front wall for play to continue.
Like tennis, only one bounce is
allowed before a player has to
return a shot. Points in squash
are generally fast-paced because
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New conference alignment benefits Lady Bruins
Girls Varsity Basketball in prime position to make playoffs despite .500 Record
by Alexis Green ’07
After many years without a
change, the IAAM C Conference
basketball league has undergone
a dramatic facelift this year.
Because Friends School, Annapolis Area Christian School
and Catholic High School have
all been moved to the C conference from other leagues, the
conference was split into Y and
X sections. Each team plays every team in their section twice,
but only plays teams in the other
section once. When there were
fewer teams in the league, each
team played every other team
twice. This year, the Bruins are
grouped in the Y section. Last
year’s conference champions
and team to beat, Mount Caramel, are also in the Y section, but
the two other perennial forces in
the conference, Beth T’filoh and

Baltimore Lutheran, are in the X
section. This leaves the Bruins
with only one match up with
each of those teams. This new
conference division has proven
to be beneficial to the Bruins and
their playoff picture. The Bruins
are 6-6 on the season, but because of the new alignment they
are third in their section, and in
position to make the playoffs.
Practice for the girls, who
currently hold a 6-6 record, have
been quite grueling. According to Coach Kevin Coll, “the
defense is doing well, allowing
the least points-per-game within
the conference, but the difficulty
is once we get the ball back and
go for a lay-up.” In order to improve this weakness, the team
has worked hard in practice,
focusing mainly on shooting at
game speed. Additionally, Coll
has been stressing the need for

more steals in order to create
easy offense, another point that
has been stressed in practice.
“We need to learn how to
play fearlessly and aggressively all the time,” said Coll,
“and we need to have players
step up offensively.” Still, the
girls are playing well, doing
their best when they play “inside-out,” with talented post
players, such as Dawn Lee ’09,
creating opportunities for the
players on the perimeter, such
as Captains Claire Ellwanger
’08 and Maggie Sachs ’07.
On January 17, the Bruins
hosted visiting powerhouse
Lutheran in a match up with
large playoff implications. The
Bruins faced a very difficult task
of coming back from a double
digit deficit in the final quarter.
Junior Mica Fidler claims that
the last minute and a half of the

game was coached “brilliantly.”
Down by 10 points, Coll repeatedly subbed the point guard
position: Lea Gold ’08 entered
the game when the Bruins had
possession, and Kristin Smith
’10 entered when the Bruins
returned to the defensive side of
the game. Coll used this strategy
to keep offense threats out of
foul trouble while the Bruins
fouled as quickly as possible on
defense in hopes to regain possession of the ball after a missed
Lutheran free throw. The Bruins,
following Coll’s orders, fought
as hard as they could, but as
the clock ran down the Bruins
were handed a five point loss.
The team has shown great
signs of improvement on both
offense and defense; this is
especially visible in the underclassmen on the team. The
younger players show great
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A. Robinson ’07 extends for
a lay up.

promise for the Bruins in the
future. “Adrienne [Tarver ’10]
is the toughest one on the court
and gets tons of steals,” claims
Fidler. “Also, Kristen Smith’s
quickness and ball skills are incredible.” These girls work hard
after practice with the coaches in
order to improve, doing shooting
and dribbling drills. This dedication will prove invaluable as the
Bruins push towards the playoffs.

Disappointing finish for talented Ravens
by Ben Goldstein ’08
Apparently, “time heals everything”. That’s what they say
at least. Yet, it’s been weeks
since the Baltimore Ravens
were bounced from the playoffs by that football team from
Indianapolis, and I’m still sitting shiva. Yes, some of the
anger and shock has gradually
worn off but I still find myself
filled with questions. And one
large question in particular: how
did the Ravens blow this one?
After a season that included
numerous spectacular 4th quarter
comebacks, some of the most
memorable hits in Ravens history (just ask Ben Roethlisberger),
and a thorough sweeping of archrival and defending Super Bowl
Champion Pittsburg Steelers,
this year had all the makings of
a truly special season. The Ravens were finally showing some
consistency on offense, had the
most feared defense in the NFL,
and were led on offense by one
of the toughest and most poised
quarterbacks this league has seen
in nearly a decade. Yet for some
reason, it all wasn’t enough.
I guess the most disappointing part about the Ravens’ loss
was the circumstances under
which it occurred. The old
blue and white horseshoe came
back to Baltimore with a spot
in the AFC title game on the
line. This was undoubtedly the
biggest football game in Baltimore in maybe thirty years.
Even as someone who never
saw Johnny Unitas throw a
football, or saw the Colts play
at all for that matter, the impor-

tance of this game was not lost
on me or my generation. To get
a sense of what the Colts meant
to this city is hard to grasp.
From the time I was little, I
was told stories about the Baltimore Colts; about the “Golden
Arm” of Johnny Unitas and the
1958 Championship Game, commonly referred to as the “Greatest
Game Ever Played”. I’ve been
told that when my grandfather
found out that then-owner Robert Irsay had moved the team in
the middle of the night, he cried.
The morning after the move,
then-mayor of Baltimore William
Donald Schaefer got on public
television and spoke to the city
of Baltimore with tears in his
eyes. From everything I’ve been
told, the Colts were Baltimore.
As the horse shoe came trotting back into town, emotions
were high and expectations
even higher. It is for this reason
that the loss was so disheartening. For a week, this game
was built up. T-shirts were sold
across town that read “Beat
Indy”. Even Governor O’
Malley got into the act, declaring the Friday before the big
game to be “Purple Friday”.
The Ravens were supposed to
make a statement to the rest of the
league; sure this city still hates
the Colts, but we’ve got our Ravens now. The city of Baltimore
now bleeds purple. And somehow in just a few short hours,
it all came crumbling down.
So here I am weeks later,
trying to figure out how it happened, where it all went wrong.
Now I know it’s always easy
to criticize the coaching after a
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Antoine Bethea intercepts a McNair pass to Todd Heap on the goal line in the Ravens’ loss
to the Indianoplis Colts missing the chance to play in the AFC Championship game.

loss, and even easier to criticize
the play-calling but as I watched
the third quarter, I found myself
asking “Why did we stop running the football?” During the
regular season, Indianapolis had
the worst rush defense of any
team in the NFL. It’d be one
thing if Billick had tried to run
the ball in the first half and was
unsuccessful. I could understand getting away from the run
if it wasn’t working for you, but
this was hardly the case. In the
first half against Indianapolis,
Jamal Lewis was averaging
about 4.7 yards a carry. To
put that in perspective, Lewis’
average for the season was only
3.6 yards per carry. Jamal was
running better in the first half
against Indianapolis then he had
been for most of the season, yet
Billick decided to shut him down
in the second half with the game

only a mere six points away.
Jamal had ten carries in the first
half. In the second half, Lewis
only carried the ball four times.
Now it’s important to understand that running backs like
Jamal Lewis usually get better as the game wears on. His
style is best for downhill up
the middle running. The more
carries he gets, the more he
punished defenses and come the
4th quarter, opposing defensive
lines are usually worn out. Despite all of this, Billick decided
not to use him when it mattered.
Regardless, what’s done is
done and their season is over.
This off-season should be a
crucial one for the franchise.
All-world left tackle Jonathan
Ogden is contemplating retirement and Pro-Bowl Linebacker
Adalius Thomas looks like he
will test the free agent market.

Retaining both of these players is
crucial if the Ravens look to be
serious contenders next season.
Putting things in perspective, the Ravens did truly have
a pretty special season. It’s
not often that your hometown
team finishes with one of the
best records in the sport, wins
their division and gets to host a
meaningful playoff game in the
city of Baltimore. The Ravens
should be commended for the
work they’ve done this season
and throughout their existence
here in Baltimore. They are
almost always playoff contenders. The Ravens should never
go underappreciated. (If you
need a reminder, look across
the street towards Camden
Yards). At least we always have
next year to look forward to.
Supposedly, “time heals
everything”. I sure hope so.
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Miaa A Conference Champion
Hulleberg dominates 1600 M race

Go Anders!

By Tony Demarco ’08
Park won its first MIAA individual Cross Country and
Indoor/Outdoor Track championship on January 19 when
Anders Hulleberg ’07 finished
first in the Indoor Track mile
competition. His time of 4:29.23

was .05 seconds faster than
that of Anthony Rowe of Calvert Hall who had a time of
4:29.28, and .47 seconds faster
than Ryan Stasiowski of Loyola
Blakefield who had a time of
4:29.70. “If it had been a mile
and five meters Rowe would
have passed me,” said Anders.

Since he was in Middle
School Anders has been a standout runner. Paul Hulleberg,
Anders’ father and coach said,
“his first big breakthrough was
winning the middle school
championship in 7 th grade. It
was the first time all season he
had been able to beat his rival

who was really dominating the
league.” Anders also won the
middle school championship
in 8th grade, becoming the second Park runner ever to repeat.
During his freshman year Anders started as the number two
runner on Park’s team and by the
end of the season had become
the number one. He was also
the highest placing freshman
at the championship that year.
During his freshman year
,Anders played basketball and
lacrosse. Jeremy Scharf ’07 said,
“In 9th grade, he was one of the
main reasons why the basketball
and lacrosse teams were successful. Not only he was gifted with
his athleticism, but he always
worked hard at every practice,
listened to coaches, and wanted
to get better.” After ninth grade
Anders decided that he should
specialize in Cross Country and
Track and give up basketball
and lacrosse. “It was a huge
disappointment that he decided
to stop playing lacrosse and
basketball,” recounted Scharf.
In his sophomore year Anders
placed fifth in the championship
which left him in position to improve his placing in succeeding
years. Anders went undefeated in
the regular season his junior year,
making himself the only runner
who could boast that. This streak
did not continue when it mat-

tered most in the championship,
where Andres placed fifth for
the second year in a row. Senior
year was no better as Anders
finished sixth. “For some reason
he never ran well in the championship,” said Paul. “He always
seemed to have bad days.”
When put in perspective one
realizes how great of a career
Anders had. Mike Friedberg ’95
was the last very competitive
runner at Park. He had championship finishes of seventh
place his sophomore, junior, and
senior years. Friedberg went on
to become an All-American. On
January 14, Friedberg finished
in sixteenth place with a time of
2:21:01 in the Houston Marathon. He averaged 5:22 per mile
for all of the 26.2 miles which is
incredible. This puts Anders in
elite company moving forward.
Anders has also been selected to: All-County Track
his junior year, All-MIAA in
Cross Country for the past
three years, and All-Metro
Cross Country his junior year.
All his selections and championship place finishes are not
what Anders is most proud
of; “In a way to finally win
an MIAA championship is a
huge personal vindication. I
dropped out of lacrosse and basketball to do this, and now the
hard work has been worth it.”

Boys JV ready to restore dominance
by Andy Marmer ‘08
The JV Boys Basketball team
currently has a 6-4 in-conference
record. The team is in third place
in the MIAA C Conference and
in good shape to return to the
playoffs after a one-year hiatus.
The JV Bruins started off
their first conference play of the
season with a 68-48 win against
Chaplegate. Jackson Houbolt
’09 led an impressive attack
with 16 points to go along with
9 rebounds and 5 assists. Brett
Kaup ’08 also added 12 points.
Four days later, the Bruins
traveled to Beth T’filoh for an
early conference game, with a
lot on the line. Unfortunately,
the Bruins came up on the short

side of a 44-35 loss. Things went
from bad to worse for the team,
when junior Rex Gelb broke his
finger the next day in practice.
Two days after the tough defeat, the Bruins took the court
against Sts. Peter and Paul.
The squad was up just 6-3 at
the end of the first quarter, before taking a 28-11 half time
lead. During half time, Tony
Demarco ’08 delivered an inspirational halftime speech, which
had the desired effect on the
team. Co-captain Aaron Brant
’08 noted, “after the Sts. Peter
and Paul game we’ve played
with more energy and heart.”
With their newfound motivation, the Bruins cruised in the
second half to an easy 60-23 win.
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The victory over the Sabres
was the last game that the team
played before winter break. On
their second day back to school,
the Bruins were forced to square
off against league unbeaten
Glenelg Country School. The
time off proved to be costly as
the Bruins dropped a close one
53-45. Houbolt again led the JV
squad, contributing 11 points
and 5 rebounds in the loss.
Once again, the Bruins rebounded from a loss, with an
important win. This time, beating the Eagles of AACS, on the
road. The Bruins played a very
solid defensive game, holding
the Eagles to just eight field
goals. Despite their strong defense, the Bruins trailed early on,
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Brooklandville, MD 21022

ending the first quarter down 8-2.
In the second quarter Andrew
Keiser ’09 came off the bench
and provided a spark scoring seven points in the quarter, capped
off by an off-balance three pointer that banked in as time expired.
Fueled by the momentum from
Keiser’s three, the Bruins were
able to amount to a 37-23 win.
It didn’t get any easier for the
Bruins. Just four days after their
convincing win over AACS, the
Bruins once again found themselves in Annapolis, this time to
take on the Key Obezags. The
Obezags came into the game
with just two conference losses,
one of which was a two-point
loss to Beth T’filoh, the same
team who had given the Bruins
there worst in-conference defeat.
The Bruins started hot out
of the gate and played tough
defense once again. The squad
opened up the game with a 9-3
first quarter lead, and went into
the locker room at halftime up
17-10. The Bruins were able to
finish strong and win 37-29 in a
game that was not nearly as close
as the score indicates. Demarco
and Kyle Ottenheimer ’09 both
had big games. Demarco finished
with 10 points, 7 rebounds and 5
steals. Ottenheimer added 11

points (7 of which came in the
fourth quarter) and 8 rebounds.
After their two big road wins,
the Bruins finally got the chance
to return home, this time to face
Baltimore Lutheran. Park routed
Lutheran, taking a 20-4 lead
after the first quarter, and a 40-8
lead into halftime. The Bruins
finished it off with a 78-18 win.
Andrew Keiser led a balanced
scoring attack with 15 points.
With six days off before their
next game, Park prepared to
avenge one of their earlier losses against Beth T’filoh. In a
game that went back and forth,
the Bruins came up just short,
dropping a close one 52-44.
At, 7-4 (6-4) the future is
bright for the JV squad. Park
looks poised to return to the playoffs, and there is a common belief
around the locker room that this
team has a chance to win it all.
After a temporary lapse in
the Park JV Boys Basketball
dynasty, the team is ready for
another championship. When
asked about the prospects of a
winning it all, Brant had this
to say, “I think if we play our
best basketball, and play as
hard as we can in practice, we
have as good a shot as anybody at winning this thing.”

